Food is many things. At the most basic level, food is nutrition, a necessity for our collective survival. It prevents us from starving or becoming sick, and provides us with the energy we need to live and perform basic tasks. But food is much more than this. Food is also social and cultural – just consider how central the social experience of eating is when we celebrate, when we turn on the TV to watch the latest cooking- or baking show, and when we do business over lunch meetings. Indeed, food, eating and culinary traditions are omnipresent in contemporary culture and are often key elements of social interaction. Precisely because food is social, cultural and deeply embedded in everyday life, it is also both ideological and political. These ideological and political dimensions of everyday food practices are the main objects of inquiry of this issue. The texts in this special issue of Women, Gender and Research all seek to demonstrate how contemporary ‘foodescapes’ – a concept John-
ston and Goodman define as describing “the encounters, contestations and resistances that make up the everyday spaces of food we inhabit” (2015:207) – can in fact be viewed as arenas for the negotiation between differing discourses of what a ‘good’ or ‘proper’ life constitutes. Gender is a central part of this negotiation, and has been so for centuries.

Despite the cultural embeddedness of food, the study of food within the social sciences and humanities has only relatively recently begun to take form, and the attention to the ways food and gender intersect even more recently so. Before US anthropologist Carole Counihan began working with the topic in the 1970s, the food/gender connection was only touched upon sporadically, as in Roland Barthes’ discussion of “ornamental cuisine” and the symbolism of wine in French culture (Barthes 1957). Counihan, however, helped put the study of food and gender on the academic map, not least when one of her early studies on women and body ideals was featured in the first issue of the important food studies journal *Food and Foodways* (1985). In Denmark, media scholar Karen Klitgaard Povlsen played a vital role in introducing the study of food and gender to the academic community with her PhD dissertation *Blikfang* (1986). Klitgaard’s work remains a touchstone of Danish food-gender research today. We are very happy to be able to include interviews with both of these important scholars in this issue. These interviews offer two accounts of how to engage in the study of food and gender and how changing academic landscapes have viewed – and often created obstacles for – the social and cultural study of food and gender.

Over the last decades, however, the study food-gender intersections has gained popularity and recognition across academic disciplines. In cultural- and media studies, scholars have especially focused on analyses of gender in an array of different food media genres, ranging from cookbooks (Neuhäus 2003), magazines (Parasecoli 2005, Hollows 2002), to post-war food television (Moseley 2009, Strange 1999). The social and cultural significance of specific media food celebrities such as Nigella Lawson (Hollows 2003b, Magee 2007), Gordon Ramsay (Nilsson 2012) and Jamie Oliver (Brownlie and Hewer 2007) have also been popular sources of enquiry here. Studies with a sociological and anthropological approach, in turn, have devoted their attention to mapping the gendering of food practices in social institutions, notably the restaurant kitchen (Steno and Friche 2015), the workplace (Deutsch 2005), the school (Allison 1991) and the home (Devault 1991). Many of the initial studies of food and gender focused on women, and particularly on how food practices were used to maintain women in subordinated positions (Adams 1990). However, more recently, the study of men, masculinities and food has also begun to attract academic attention. Here, the focus has also been on media representations, often with a critical description of its stereotypical character (Parasecoli 2005, Nilsson 2012) as well as on how men’s integration into the domestic kitchen in the contemporary has challenged classic gendered structures and created new and less explicit modes of gendered distinction in the home kitchen (Aarseth and Olsen 2008, Szabo 2014).

In the Danish context, the study of the interaction between food media models and social food practices has constituted an especially vibrant area of research. Here, communication studies scholar Bente Halkier has worked on the integration of food media into everyday practices of mothering (Halkier 2009, 2016), Stinne Gunder Strøm Kroager has examined how children’s food practices and media uses are highly interconnected and highly gendered...
(Kroager 2012, 2016), and Nanna Friche and Anne Mia Steno have explored constructions of idol-based masculinity among male apprentice cooks (Steno & Friche 2013, 2015). Historian Caroline Nyvang has also produced notable work on gender in Danish cookbooks from the 1600s to the contemporary (Nyvang 2010, 2013, 2016). In a more contemporary perspective, our own work has examined food and masculinity in European food television (Leer 2013a, 2013b, 2014, forthcoming, Leer og Povlsen 2016), construction of gender and celebrity in anti-obesity activism (Kjær 2016) and the role of the male celebrity chef in travelogue cooking shows (Leer and Kjær 2015). Finally, sociologist Lotte Holm has authored several important studies, including a global literature review on the gendered consumption of food with Katherine O’Dotherty (1999).

The food studies community in Denmark, however, is still relatively new, relatively small, and typically favors research without a specific focus on gender. For these reasons, this special issue of Women, Gender and Research is intended to open the field of gender-food studies to especially Scandinavian audiences, and showcase the potential that both food as an empirical object and food studies as a theoretical basis can offer gender-focused cultural analyses. We hope the various perspectives on food and gender presented in this volume will be seen as an invitation for further explorations both at a micro and macro level.

This issue of Women, Gender and Research should be read as an appetizer and not a full meal; what are presented here are points of entry into food-gender studies rather than an exhaustive overview of the potential of the field. Precisely because this special issue is meant to serve as an introduction to considering food in gender studies and vice versa, we have opted to include a range of different types of texts, from traditional academic articles to interviews and essays.

The issue opens with interviews with Karen Klitgaard and Carole Counihan. Here, the food-gender studies pioneers share their thoughts on the academic potential of the fusion of the two fields. While especially Klitgaard has faced skepticism from her peers about the value of studying food from a cultural perspective, Klitgaard and Counihan agree that food is becoming a more respected field, and are very optimistic about future contributions from cultural food-gender studies, especially in an interdisciplinary context. Both separately and together, these interviews provide an overview of the evolution of food-gender studies over the last thirty years, and how these have differed in a US and Danish context.

The articles that follow offer different perspectives on how food and eating can be studied in relation to social and individual gendered identities today. While the first article, Iben Charlotte Aamand’s Class, Mothering and the Values of Food, investigates how food plays a central role in contemporary negotiations of Danish motherhood, the second, Julie Parson’s The Joy of Food Play, examines masculinity in thirteen British men’s ‘food life stories’. In their articles, Aamand and Parsons find that their subjects use food both consciously and unconsciously as a flexible entity to negotiate and social positionings in their everyday lives – their specific ‘foodies’ identities help them negotiate class and gendered identities. Aamand and Parson’s texts also showcase ways in which the material dimensions of food – food preparation, food shopping and food tools – deserve in-depth analysis, both as isolated phenomena and in their interaction with the bodies that use them.

The volume is concluded with Richard Wilk’s essay Teaching about Food, Sex and Gender in the Classroom. Here, the experi-
enced food studies scholar and professor offers a practical guide to how teaching food and gender might be approached by educators. As he shares his thoughts on the especially delicate nature of teaching courses on food and gender, Wilk’s essay also opens up for a consideration of the ways in which teaching food can be understood as an affective exchange, and indeed whether food as an object of study is somehow especially affectively charged.

The issue is illustrated by Danish artist Søren Dahlgaard’s Dough Portraits. Here, Dahlgaard materializes the connection between food and identity construction by creating absurdist portraits of people with their heads encased in dough. The works are part of an ongoing research project in which artist and participants co-create the portraits. As such, the models in Dough Portraits help the artist by kneading the dough and placing it on their heads, and, importantly, by selecting their poses themselves. The portraits demonstrate how food can provoke and challenge social and aesthetic codes, and humorously underscores how food literally is ‘in your face’ in contemporary culture.

Collectively, the texts in this issue highlight a number of areas and themes in which gender and food studies could productively meet in the future. A common thread throughout the issue is how food practices/identities interact with classed and heteronormative gender identities in the Global North. While food studies have a long tradition for working with food and race, the lack of queer-inspired analyses in this issue is undoubtedly reflective of a general trend within food studies today. In addition, the volume also points to other areas to be further investigated, not least the interdisciplinary potential of food-gender studies, and the material and affective dimensions of food. As such, the texts in the issue highlight the ways in which the study of food can contribute to the development of areas that have gained significant interest within gender studies in recent years.

Indeed, it is our hope that this issue of Women, Gender and Research will inspire scholars within gender studies to pursue work within food studies and vice versa, as we believe that precisely this meeting of fields holds considerable potential for the further development of both fields.
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